
FEAR AND TABOOS AMONG THE DAYAKS OF'BORNEO

By Dr. C. MBNscn

IrT rS unnecessary to explain the meaning of the term taboo

I as used in the West. We all know what the word signifies'
I When a thing is said to be taboo, the idea is that it must be

avoid.ed. One must not mention the gallows in the house of a

thief. It would not be good form and hence it is taboo' One

should not pass und"er a ladder. The thought of the possible

danger that might be involved therein causes a traditional

avoidance of this act, or, in other words, a taboo. A person is

said to be taboo in certain circles if people turn their backs on him.

The above instances suffi.ce to show that taboo is a term which

has many shades of meaning, even with us. Much more is this

the case in primitive society. Among primitive people it turns

up in connection with almost everything pertaining to the

r.tiniti.s and interests of man, being with them a living concept

in contrast to the remnants of it found in the West, r'vhere it

has lost its vigour and is regarded as folklore. When we

endeavour to trace the motives which cause primitive man

to perform certain acts and avoid others, we repeatedly meet

with this idea of taboo and come to recognize the latter as a

factor which no student of the primitive mind can afford to

neglect. In the present article a number of taboo conventions

described in ethnographical literature concerning the Dayaks

will be dealt with. The Dayak word.s for taboo are pali and

lati. It seems best, however, for the purposes of this paper to

use the ethnological equivalent of these: "taboo".

oME people think that primitive man's religion and general

outlook on life can be entirely explained on an animistic

basis. J. I. Later, for instance, (X, p. Io3) 1is of opinion that

tab oo arises from fear of the ghosts and souls of the dead and
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Prof. Bezemer supports this view (IV' P' 2go)' Everything

prohibited in this sense, says Bezemer, is prohibited by spirits'

In his paper on the religion and popular customs of the native

p"p"f"iio' of Land.ak Later gives certain examples of animistic

taboos, but these ale by no means the only 0nes practised by

1|i, p;"ple. There are many other taboos (the reader will find

them noted by Schadee, XIV, P' 39r et seq') yhTh: it seems to

ffie, cannot be explained or, 
"tt 

animistic basis. Let us examine

these prohibitions more closelY

In Landak an expectant moiher an6 her husband are forbidden

to drive nails into anything or bind separate objects together

during her pregnancy. The woman may not do any sewing and

the man is not"altowld to dam water. Neither parent may fasten

anything that is loose, or put any obstruction in the way of the

natural course of things. li is .uri., to imagine all these prohibi-

tions as associated with the thought of a propitious delivery than

with obedience to the behests of ipirits. What the spirits demand

of human beings is usually .orrrr6.ted with other matters' It is

chiefly in the 
"r,rppor.d jealousy of the former, whose ghostly

e x i s t e n c e c o m p a r e s v e r y u n f a v o u r a b l y w i t h t h e j o y s o f t h e
living, that the explanation of many animistic rules of conduct is

to be found. A taboo requiring that after a death has occurred in

the family the membeis thereof should be forbidden certain

pleasures would be quite in line with the above. But why should

the spirits care whether the husband of a pregnant womanl<nocks

a nail into wood or dams the course of a brook, or whether the

woman herself does some sewing ? Besides, none of these acts

is prohibited at other times and they are performed without

intermission by the relatives and clansmen of the couple in

question during this period. Such prohibitions certainly call for

inother explanation than a belief in spirits'

Besides the above there are in Landak many other taboos to

be observed during pregnancy. one, which forbids a pregnant

woman to stand i" i" op.r, d.oorwa!, is common to several peoples

of the Archipelago. F'or the expectant mother to take up this half -

way position *iii ,..olt at the time of delivery in her child failing

to make its way into the world completely and halting half-way'

Here the association between the foibid'den action and the thing

feared is obvious. The same may be said of the injunction not

top tayw i thmonkeys ,aso therw ise thecomingch i ldmay la te r
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behave like a monkey. Both prospective parents are enjoined
not to dive into water. If this injunction applied only to the
woman, we might regard it as a matter of hygiene. Schadee is
of opinion that tatroos are often nothing but heaith prescriptions.
Not that swimming and diving seems to us necessarily
prejudicial to the physical well-being of a pregnant woman or
her baby, but for all we know the l)ayak view on this rnatter
may differ from our own. Since, however, the prohibition includes
the husband, we can hardly suppose it to be a health measure,
unless, indeed, we regard the man as on a par with the expectant
mother. Yet the various taboos to be observed by a husband
hardly point to any such an interpretation. The danger feared
from plunging into water is the child being suffocated in the
body of the mother. Obviously here the association of ideas
arises from the possibitity of the one who dives being smothered.
It may be that the Dayaks think there is real danger of choking
here and hence that there is a health factor present.

This cannot, however, be the case in the taboo forbidding the
parents to cut open the belly of an animal for fear of rupture at the
time of delivery. This taboo is in the same class as the injunction
not to beat an animal or split its head open, as this might cause
the child to be born with a wound or a hare-lip. Another curious
instance showing the significance of association in these taboos
is the idea that a man must not, while his wife is pregnant, cut
the crown out. of a coco-nut palm. This part of the tree is soft
and such an action on the part of the prospective father might
make the future child weak and languid. Besides, the crown
would have to be divested of the bark and this might cause the
child to develop the habit of perpetually throwing off its clothes.

Several of the further taboos summed up by Schadee combine
to suggest that the Dayak mind is very much occupied with this
matter of what is permitted and what not. This is most particu-
larly the case in connection with every detail of life during
pregnancy. Even the smallest, apparently insignifi.cant, circum-
stance may furnish a reason for abstaining from somd action.
Now it is the colour of some object, now its form that makes it
taboo. The Dayaks must certainly be gifted with a lively and
active fancy, to think out so many cornplications to be feared
at the time of a baby's birth, and such a rrumber of undesirable
qualities that may characterize the growing child. It may be,
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of course, that dreadful things have happened among these
people in connection with child-bearing or that they remember
hideous examples of malformation in children and that all these
misfortunes have always been ascribed to neglect of some taboo
on the part of the parents. Fersonally, however, I consider
actual experience of secondary importance in these matters. F'or,
as a matter of fact, real dangers do not arise from a possible
transgression of the rules laid down in these prohibitions and
there is no rational connection between the things which in
these taboos are linked op by association.

Schadee's statements are supplemented by Perelaer, who says
that all the Dayak tribes forbid plunging into water during the
above-mentioned period. In fact, according to this writer, they
go so far as to hold it unwise to put any object at all under water
at such a time (XII, p. 38). This wider application of the general
idea makes the explanation thereof on the basis of hygiene still
more untenable. There may be a connection between rules of
health and an expectant mother's taking a dip, but this can hardly
be supposed to exist in the case of inanimate objects.

It may be objected that perhaps the Dayaks have another
conception of the rational than Westerners have. This is
undoubtedly true in general, but we may not therefore
conclude that these people must be denied all power to
think or act reasonably. Quite the contrary. If we consider
how many logically sound measures they think out in regard
to agriculture and hunting, we shall be careful not to assume
offhand the absence of reason in other matters. tr'urthermore,
the Dayaks are not without knowledge in the field of medicine
and hence we may be sure that they are quite conscious of the
difference between a taboo and a hygienic prescription proper.
We are naturally not justified in supposing that they have
thought out these differences in detail and, besides, there are
some injunctions which are, as it were, on the border between
the two groups.

Hose and Mc Dougall describe the pregnancy taboos of the
Dayaks as rooted in "the belief thdt the child will resemble in
some degree the things which arrest the glance of its mother
rvhi le she carr ies i t"  ( IX, VoI.2, p.r53), and they include the
acts of the father as well as of the mother as factors rvhich may
evoke the thought of an undesired resemblance.
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During sickness, too, certain things must be avoided. Besides
some with an animistic flavour, one notes rules which rest on an
entirely different basis. F'or instance, the lowland dusuns are
not allowed to eat maize during a small-pox epidemic, "as they
consider that the grains resemble the pustules of the disease and
that to eat them would therefore be to court an attack."

Kladee roots (colocasia esculata) and fish with red meat are
also to be eschewed, because these might cause an irritation of
the skin and bring out a rash. (VII, p. 36) We cannot explain
these taboos on any other basis than the one just referred to;
here, too, a likeness perceived gives rise to an association of ideas
between the given object and the dreaded danger.

A N rMpoRrANr role is played in the lives of the Dayaks by

A the chase, war and head-hunting. The latter two have been
L r ,o...ssfully prohibited by the government, but this fact
we will leave out of consid.eration for the moment. Evans reports
interesting taboos in connection with these three. White men
were on the war path women were not permitted to weave gar-
ments. If they did, their husbands might not be able to take
flight in case of need, for the backward and forward motion of
the shuttle would confuse them and make them lose their way.
They compared the moving shuttle to a warrior running hopelessly
hither and thither in his effort to escape without knowing which
way he ought to go. Nor were the women allowed to eat. rice
from a receptacle with rising ends, as the latter are reminiscent
of mountains and the thought of these might cause their husbands
to meet impassable mountains on their way. Women were further
enjoined to avoid sitting out of doors in a careless way, or with
their legs crossed, as this might deprive their inen-folk of the
necessary courage for deeds of valour. They were recommended
to walk up and down out of doors, in order to give their husbands
added strength to cover long distances on foot. (VII, p. 35)

Tromp also recounts several things women were prohibited
from doing. Writing of the Rambai and Sebruang Dayalgs he
says that they were not permitted to do any work but pound
rice and make mats while their husbands and unmarried brothers
were away head-hunting. In the day-time they were not allowed
to take a nap and they were even told to shorten their night's
rest by going to sleep late, the object of these observances being
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Kenya Dayaks in traditionel dress of ,rvarriors.
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Dayak, showing bark garment.



t o p r e v e n t t h e i r h u s b a n d s f r o m b e i n g t a k e n u n a w a r e s b y t h e

"rro]}y. 
The idea was that they should keep the men awake'

A rule of conduct, not a taboo, but a positive order with the

same tendency, was that which enjoined a wife to go about

armed during her husband's absence. The object was not to insure

her own personal safety, for no danger whatever threatened her'

The idea was that by cattying arms herself she helped her husband

to bear his weaporr, 
"o,,ttantly 

in mind' To this end the women

sometim., *.ni the length of retiring to rest girt with a parang'

(XVII,  p. rr8)
There are also rules laid down for women while their husbands

area way gathering camphor, as Furness reports of the Daypks

in the Baram ,.giln. 1Vf tf , p. 168) F or instance, a woman is

forbidden to touJn a wool-comb as this would result in her hus-

band's finding trees the fibres of which are like the teeth of a

card, with empty spaces between them where there should be

camphor r , r-
we need hardly point out that in these last instances there is

a resemblance tretween that which is to be avoided and that

which is connected with it in the minds of those who observe

the taboo. we may, however, observe the following: rf we picture

to ourselves the cond.uct of a wife while her husband is away

head-hunting or on the war-path, we cannot but conclude that

her actions will be largely 
-determined 

by the thought of the

many dangers that surround, a warrior. we may assume that she

suffers more or less from nervous fears and, hence, that she will

prefer walking up and down out of d.oors to sitting still in the

house. The idea of retiring late may also arise from a feeling

of anxiety which makes going to sleep difficult under the circum-

stances. A step further, u"a *. und.erStand how a woman weaving

might even b.ro-. irritated by the perpetual backwards and

forewards movement of the shuttle, and be reminded by this

motion of her husband, who may, for all she knows, at that

very moment be running hither and thither in the greatest fear

without finding a way of .r.up.. It is this perfectly intelligible

attitude of mind which underlies, though perhaps lese obvious-

ly, many other taboos besides the ones mentioned. F'ear, kept

tfirr* by the realization of present danger' pervades the

ideational processess of these people to such a degree, that

they begin to consider reality in a way different from the
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usual. Their ideation proceeds in a certain direction, pushed
on by feelings occupied with the object connected rvith the
danger insolved. Through this process a person's behaviour
under the taboo does not, of course, become rational, but
rather affective. At the sarne time we cannot but consider
such behaviour comprehensible if we take into account that
man's actions are determined by emotion as well as by thought.
It all depends on circumstances which of these components plays
the most important part. This applies to civilized as well as to
primitive man. The difference between the two is, therefore, a
matter of degree. That is why the Western mind understands
taboo to a certain extent and is itself subject to its sway in a
weaker form, while the primitive mind with its more strongly
emotional bent not only understands but experiences it.

HopE that the examples of taboos cited above have made plain
to the reader the truth of what I said at the beginning of this
article, namely, that there are many such prohibitions that

cannot be referred to animism. The explanation I have tried
to give of them is one based on the psychological behaviour of
primitive man. Not that we need assume that primitive man's
mentality differs fundamentally from that of the modern Wester-
ner. To assert that the peculiarities of conduct observed in
primitive man can only be explained by positing a totally diver-
gent mentality would, in my opinion, be to enter the field of
speculation. Let us remember that also in framing and formul-
ating government measures the assumption always is that al-
though, of course, they must take into account the fact that
primitive peoples differ from us in mentality and in grade of
development, yet, after all, they deal with human beings whose
spiritual cbnstitution is on a par with ours in the last analysis.

There are other ways of accounting for taboos than assuming
either an animistic or an essentially primitive outlook on 1ife.
We should be going beyond the scope of this article were we to set
forth in detail the different theories advanced in this connection.
I shall therefore content myself with mentioning the view
formulated by Marett who regards these proscriptions as
intimately related to primitive man's belief in the mysterious
effects of a kind of supernatural power believed to be present in
all sorts of objects and able to manifest itself in a variety of
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ways. This power is called 'tna.n&. (XVIII), - a word which
originated with the Melanesians, although among this latter
people it did not cover so wide a field as it does in Marett's
use of it. The Dayaks have, indeed, a corresponding idea -
pauoa, connoting a power very similar to the Melanesiart noa.ne.,
which also applies only to certain persons and objects. A chief's
parna might, for instance, be transferred after his death to a
wooden image made for the purpose. (XIY, 47t) Personally I am
convinced that only by distorting its meaning could the taboos
I have instanced be explained on the ground of ttre rnana theory.
Besides, no writer on taboo amongst the Dayaks mentions pama,
or any power of like nature, as a possible source of taboos.

In my book Taboe, een prirnitieae l)reesrea.ctie (XIX), I have
grouped under the heading "primary taboos" all those which may
be called direct reactions upon fear, and which offer the victim of
a feeling of dread a chance to work off some of this anxiety by
observing the prohibition. Al1 others, namely, those embodying
prohibitions that appear to be rooted in some special attitude
of mind, such as animism, worship of animals, fear of power
r,vielded by influential persons, and the like, I have called secon-
dary taboos. It is clear that the association of ideas at the root
of primary taboos an association which forms an integral
part of the fear-complex, demanding a reaction - need not
necessarily be present in the case of secondary taboos. If, for
instance, a man avoids a certain action from fear of the vengeance
of a spirit, he thereby makes himself dependent on that spirit's
now freakish, now conservative outlook on things. We will now,
by way of illustration, cite a few taboos of a more animistic
character.

cooD instance is once more found in rules for conduct during

war - this time in those laid dor,vn for the guidance of

men. According to Hose and Mc Dougall the Kayans are

supposed carefully to avoid eating fish heads from the moment
they leave the village until their return. The meaning of this
taboo is not clear to me, unless, indeed, by eating the heads of
fish they are reminded of the fact that their own heads might
be chopped ofi by an enemy. Further the men are only allowed
to use earthen pots made in their own homes. A fire rnay be
lighted only by the old-fashioned method of rubbing sticks
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together. Smoking on the way is forbidden. Obviously these

taboos are not suggested by surrounding perils but by the neces-

sity of keeping on the right side of the spirits of departed ancestors

whose help is needed and of whom the person in question is

therefore thinking. Now the surest way of forfeiting the approval

of spirits is to introduce new-fangled ways. Spirits abhor all that

is mod.ern, aS to them this is nothing more nor less than an open

attack upon everything that was considered right and proper

when they were alive in the body. The injunction not to smoke

on the way may just as well be a practical precaution. Possibly

anything which diverts a man's thoughts from the object of his

expedition is regarded as an obstacle. This would mean that the

ban against smoking cannot count as a taboo. The same may be

said of one of the rules to be observed by the boys accompanying

the expedition. No boy is permitted to lie down to sleep, he has

to sleep in a sitting posture. The fact that this injunction does

not apply to adults exclud.es the explanation that sleeping in a

recumbent attitude would in itself be displeasing to the spirits.

Presumably boys are hard to wake !
According to Schadee (XIII, p. 536) the Dayaks of Landak

presefve, besides the heads of their victims, also the agit ot head-

hunter'S talisman, consisting of the teeth of beasts of prey. The

soul of Kamang Trio (the "patron" of the head-hunters according

to Schadee) is supposed to reside in the agit. Hence this object

possesses the po.wer to give courage and is, therefore, an example

of the above named pama; but the same power is possessed by

the teeth of wild animals. So in this instance Marett's idea that

taboos are rooted in the belief. in mana seems justified. As a

matter of fact conduct based on respect for the agit is tinged

with animism. To take the following for instance: no venison

or trasi may be boiled or roasted in the house of a Landak

Dayak, because the agit cannot stand the smells developed in

the process. The fact that men are not allowed to eat venison is

also explained by the Dayaks themselves as an expression of

respect for the agit. The ban does not include women, but then

they are not directly concerned in head-hunting. Obviously there

is another factor present here, namely, dread that the character-

istic timidity of the deer may be transferred to the warrior by

his eating this particular kind of meat. This idea also is rooted

in animism.
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Group of Dayaks from Bo,eloengan District, Western Borneo,
showing hampatongs, etc.



Dayak woman with implements for pounding rice.



The Dayak mind SeeS an exceedingly close connection between

the spirits and omens of various kinds. No one begins preparing

the fields for the rice crop until the propitious omens have appear-

ed. The favourable signs are read from the movements of birds

and other animals supposed to be in touch with the unseen

powers, i.e., the spirits. As long as these omens are being watched

the Kayans d"esist from performing their daily duties. They do

not leave the house and they refuse to allow strangers in. When the

omens prove favourable, the men start cleaning the jungle, but

before the large trees are felled another taboo period begins.

Everyone stays at home quietly or sits on the verandah smoking

and talking. No one goes further away than at most to the river

bank. Only one or two men - those delegated to observe the

omens - are allowed to move about as they wish.

Later, when the Farai Agit, a little bundle of the first planted

rice is harvested, there is another taboo lasting four days - the

Lamali parai, that is the lali of pregnant rice. The women are

not allowed to eat the parai agit on pain of falling ill. After

the harvest, too, there are a couple of taboos held. All these

are summed" up in the term "permantong padi". Permantong

means possessed by spirits (derived from hantu, spirit), which

amply proves how strong the animistic element in these taboos

is (VIII ,  p. 16o).
Among the characteristic taboos associated with the chase

there is the injunction not to pronounce the name of certain

objects connected with this occupation - first and foremost that

of the animal to be hunted. Hose and Mc Dougall repolt a taboo

forbidding the mention of the substance whereby fish are made

torpid (twba). This rule is also entirely animistic. The idea is

that if the word is pronounced the birds will hear it and repeat

it to the fish. The fish magician (a bony fish called belira), who

knows how to produce rain, will then exert his power and make

the river rise, so as to nullify the effect of the poison that has

been put into the water (IX, i, p. 4o). The theory that avoiding

the mention of a name on important occasions is due to fear

of arousing magic influences is not incontestibte even as a general

hypothesis and in the present case it is certainly not applicable'

Yet I cannot help feeling that the explanation given by the

Dayaks themselves of this taboo is a trifle far-fetched. But even

if we assume that this is an a' posteriorf explanation of a prohib-
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ition which has its roots elsewhere, yet it witnesses quite evidently

to a consciousness of a relation existing between taboo and animism.
The most obvious cases of taboos with an animistic foundation

are, naturally, those connected with the spirits of the dead. Such
prohibitions occur among all the Dayaks. The period of rnourning
differs with different tribes. Rambai Dayaks may not enter the

house of the deceasedin red or yellow garments for three years;

in the Pinoeh country this ban only lasts three months, while with
the Kayans it takes the form of an injunction to exchange ordinary
dress for the old-fashioned bark clothing for a period of two
months. The Kenyas also wear bark garments for rnourning
because the modern cotton ones might make the spirits jealous.

But as a matter of fact, as Mr. E1shout, who knows the Kenyas

well, remarks, these people look much nicer in their bark clothes
than in their cotton togs. The point is, of course, that the spirits
prefer that which is otd and time-honoured.When we consider how
a fi.sherman from Marken looks in a ready-made, up*to-date suit,
we shall not be surprised to find that Elshout agrees with the
spirits on this particular point. I{ead-hunting used to be con-
nected with rnourning too. A victim was needed as a human
sacrifice to offer to the spirits as a means of reconciling them to

their iot. Abstention from certain food - particularly delicacies -

from smoking, from chewing betel, from carrying weapons and
like practices were all aimed at arousing the pity of the spirits.

t-l-iHE READER will easily understand that the above by no means

I exhausts the subject. The world of ideas in which the
'1' Davaks live contains countless taboos and includes regions

which *" Lurr. not even touched upon. Most of such cases could

be classified under the main heads suggested above, however.
The injunction to abstain is either spontaneous, and thus a

direct psychological reaction, or secondary and connected with

animistic or other mental complexes.
In closing, Iet me return to an observation made at the be-

ginning of this article. Taboo is a living idea, a reality, to the

Dayak. One might be inclined to regard it as an absolute power
which puts the life of these people under a ban. And this power

does indeed appear to us absoLute when we learn that the spirits
punished a Melitam Dayak with madness, merely because he

accidentaily got some deer's blood on his body. That a dukun
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(medicine man) was able to cure the unfortunate man is quite
in harmony with the nature of the case. No doubt this expert
succeeded in satisfying the vengeance of the spirits and by so
doing quieted the patient's fears (III, p. 43r).

We may add, however, that among these people there are also
less timorous persons than the above victim and that these manage
to circumvent taboo requirements when necessary. According
to Elshout the Dayak chiefs possess a certain aptitude for this.
They have succeeded in developing a system of rules which
permit the village to begin work in the fi.elds even when the
propitious omens are absent, without thereby depriving the
spirits concerned of their just due.

If a man desires to avoid the tentacles of the prohibition he
must try to checkmate the power to which the ban in question
owes its sanction - this in the case of secondary taboos. When
the taboo to be dealt with is a primary one he will have to begin
his struggle against it in his own mind and heart. Sbhadee makes
a striking observation in this connection. He noted that some
of the Dayaks try to evade the evil effects that may follow from
non-observance of the taboos connected with pregnancy. This,
they do, not by sacrificing to the spirits or anything of that sort,
but simply by thinking of the mother and child while perpe-
trating the transgression. This does not appear to me a kind of
homoeopathy but rather a corroboration of my idea that these
taboos are essentially a form of fear which can be driven out of
a man's consciousness bv a contrarv emotion.
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